. We replicated this observation in the present study (Figure 3Aa ). We then tested whether the stabimation is stored in the perceptual memory? Is the object identity part of this memory? Is it important for the oblization effect during intermittent presentation was due to the facilitation of one eye or "perceptual memory" for server to recognize the stimulus as the same stimulus from one presentation to the next? To answer these one stimulus by swapping the two stimuli between the left and right eye in each sequential presentation. questions, we changed certain features of the bistable stimulus from one presentation to the next by using Binocular rivalry is a competitive process between the two eyes' stimuli. If one stimulus is considerably the intermittent presentation paradigm (Figure 2 ). For example, the color of the stimulus varied alternately stronger than the other, then the stronger stimulus is expected to be dominant [12-14] and will be visible between red and green in the intermittent presentations. Because the current stimulus does not match the perduring each of the intermittent presentations (i.e., stabilized). However, if the two stimuli are approximately balceptual memory of the previous one in certain dimensions (e.g., color), would the visual system maintain the anced in their strength, then it is unclear whether the stabilization effect observed by Leopold et al. is due to same interpretation for rotation direction for the bistable stimulus? If the remembered information was the idenfacilitation of one stimulus (as advocated by Leopold et al.
[1]) or one eye. Their results could not distinguish tity of the object, then changing a feature of the cylinder should reduce the preservation of the same rotation between these two possibilities, because one stimulus was always presented to the same one eye and the direction. We tested which factors were important to the stabilization of the rotation direction. A number of other stimulus to the other eye in their experiments. In other words, the dominant eye and dominant stimulus features were changed between alternate presentations to investigate whether the stabilization was affected by always covaried. In our study, we aim to tease these two possibilities apart by swapping the two stimuli bethe change. The changes included color, size, speed, depth, and spatial location (Figures 2A and 2B) . tween the two eyes during the intermittent presentations (Figure 3Ab) . If the perceptual memory of the dominant Our results show that changing color, size, rotation speed, or stereo depth had minimal or no influence on stimulus underlies the stabilization effect, then observers should see the same stimulus appear over repeated the stabilization of the rotation direction, but changing location significantly reduced stabilization (Figure 2) . presentations, though coming from each of the two eyes alternately. However, if the stabilization effect is due to Furthermore, changing location across the vertical meridian (stimulus projected alternately to the two hemithe facilitation of one eye, one would expect observers to see the two stimuli alternating, originating from the spheres) more severely disrupted stabilization than changing location across the horizontal meridian (stimusame eye. Our results show that perception was stabilized to one eye when the stimuli were swapped between lus always projected to the same hemisphere). The results are summarized in Figure 2C, Since the eye of origin information is not explicitly represented in perception, this result argues for a simple the stabilization of perceived rotation direction is independent of the object identity but, surprisingly, is depenmaintenance of the direction of interocular suppression as the explanation of the stabilization effect during bindent on the stimulus location. ocular rivalry. Furthermore, this stabilization effect is Indeed, Fang and He recently showed that exposure to a subjectively stabilized, ambiguous, rotating stimulus retinotopically specific and local in that there was no systematic stabilization across spatial locations (Fig- leads to a perceptual aftereffect-the ambiguous, rotating stimulus was perceived to rotate in the opposite ures 3B and 3C). Not surprisingly, when one of the two stimuli was stronger (e.g., higher contrast), the observdirection [16]. In Leopold et al.'s intermittent presentation paradigm, a possible explanation of the stabilization er's perception was stabilized to the stronger stimulus (Figures 3Ac and 3C) . effect is that local adaptation could not accumulate enough strength to overturn one perception for the other because of the temporal gap. Thus, the perceptual inerLocal Adaptation as the Explanation for Switching The stabilization effect of both the monocular bistable tia dominates between presentations. Similar reasoning can be applied to the findings of Blake et al. [7] . In their and binocular-rivalry stimuli is location specific and insensitive to changes in concurrent stimulus features. study, the ambiguous stimuli were slowly moved across the retina, which also averts sufficient local adaptation. This finding is consistent with the view that the possible mechanism underlying the stabilization is the removal In both cases, the consequences are the same: stabilization of the percept. In the current study, we provide of local adaptation, as suggested by Blake et al. through a different paradigm [7] . For binocular rivalry, the stabilievidence that the key factor behind the stabilization is not a representation of object features, but something zation effect is specific to the eye rather than to the stimulus, suggesting that what is preserved from prethat is local and is likely the removal of local adaptation of the dominant perception (direction of motion in the sentation to presentation is not the memory or representation of the stimulus, but the direction of interocular case of KDE or direction of interocular suppression in the case of binocular rivalry). suppression between the two eyes. Normally the direction of interocular suppression cannot be maintained for long due to local adaptation of the dominant stimulus.
Conclusions For the bistable, rotating cylinder, rotation direction is It is likely that some form of inertia exists in perception, including bistable perception: when the perceptual sysrepresented independent of color, size, rotating speed, and depth but specific to its location. For binocular tem reaches an interpretation, it stays with that interpretation, unless another force is strong enough to change rivalry, aside from the trivial stimulus stabilization when one stimulus is much stronger, perception seems to be that. In the case of bistable perception and binocular rivalry, that other force, we assume, is local adaptation.
stabilized to one eye. This may be the result of the without disparity induces disparity adaptation. Curr. Biol. 14, Each observer performed two to four trials for each experimental 247-251. condition, and the order in which the trials were encountered was randomized across the observers. The observers were instructed to report their perceived rotation direction each time the cylinder was displayed. They pressed the space bar for the rotation leftward and the "0" key for the rotation rightward.
In the changing-depth condition of the rotating cylinder, the mirrors of the stereoscope were adjusted so that the fixation points and the frames presented to the two eyes were precisely fused, and the cylinder appeared at a different stereoscopic depth from that of the fixation plane. A similar adjustment was done in the binocular rivalry experiments so that the two gratings were perfectly aligned. During binocular rivalry, the gratings were presented for 0.5 s and then disappeared for 2 s repeatedly in a 2 min trial. The observers were required to press the space bar when they saw the green grating and the "0" key when they saw the red grating.
